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Creating a blog is an easy feat, but what happens next? Without your love and attention, your
progress could quickly start to go down hill. The Ultimate Blogger To-Do List is here to help! This
book is jam-packed with tasks that will ensure your blog never dries up and disappears into oblivion.
The pages were designed to keep you inspired and productive while improving the functionality and
attractiveness of your online space. Think of this book as a giant sticky note full of reminders and
actions to complete that will launch your blog to the next level.
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What an amazingly helpful read. I have read probably 15 blogger help books and this one truly
stands out. Dana gets straight to the point with her "one item per page" format. Super easy to to
read and follow along with. My favorite part? She truly genuinely wants to help you. Not only does
she give great tips to help your blog grow, but also how to stand out and be yourself. I am about a
month into the blogging game and I already feel more confident in my abilities as a blogger from this
book as well as Dana's first book, Blog Wonderful. Props and kudos to you, DANA!Thanks a ton for
the tips. :)Zacharyzacharyleo.com

This is a perfect little resource book. Useful tips for both seasoned and newbie bloggers. I like that
it's a simple and clear layout so it's easy to go back and easily find tips after the initial read. And I'll
keep going back. Some tips are useful reminders that we can easily forget or get sidetracked from.
It really is the ultimate list of to-dos. And the cheat sheet at the back is great for those of us who
aren't HTML pros :) The motivational quotes thrown in are really sweet and thoughtful touches.

Always a great product from Dana, thanks!

I love how The Ultimate Blogger To-Do List breaks down blog improvement tasks into manageable
chunks. Plus, there's an HTML cheat sheet in the back that I'm definitely going to use to help me
learn a bit about coding. This book is one big friendly reminder that there is always more to do to
help your blog be all that it can be. My copy is already studded with with Post-it flags on the pages
about what I should do to improve my blog right away!

Informative read and easy to follow!
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